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Abstract
Given a digraph D and a positive number m, the m-step competition graph
of D is defined to have the same vertex set as D and an edge joining two distinct
vertices u and v if and only if there exist a (u,w)-directed walk and a (v,w)-directed
walk both having length m for some vertex w in D. We call a graph an m-step
competition graph if it is the m-step competition graph of a digraph. The notion of
m-step competition graph was introduced by Cho et al. [2] as one of the variants of
competition graph which was introduced by Cohen [3] while studying predator-prey
concepts in ecological food webs.
In this paper, we first extend a result given by Helleloid [4] stating that for all
positive integers m ≥ n, the only connected triangle-free m-step competition graph
on n vertices is the star graph. We show that the result is true for arbitrary positive
integer m ≥ 2 as long as it is the m-step competition graph of a digraph having a
source. We go further to completely characterize the digraphs each of whose weak
components has a source and whose m-step competition graphs are triangle-free for
some integer m ≥ 2. We also compute the number of digraphs with a source whose
m-step competition graphs are connected and triangle-free for some integer m ≥ 2.
Keywords. digraph with a source; triangle-free graph; m-step competition graph; star-
generating digraph; star graph.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 05C20, 05C38, 05C75
1 Introduction
In this paper, we assume that any vertex in a digraph has outdegree at least 1.
Cohen[3] introduced the notion of competition graph while studying predator-prey
concepts in ecological food webs. Cohen’s empirical observation that real-world competi-
tion graphs are usually interval graphs had led to a great deal of research on the structure
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of competition graphs and on the relation between the structure of digraphs and their cor-
responding competition graphs. In the same vein, various variants of competition graph
have been introduced and studied, one of which is the notion of m-step competition graph
introduced by Cho et al. [2].
Given a digraph D and a positive integer m, we define the m-step digraph Dm of D
as follows: V (Dm) = V (D) and there exists an arc (u, v) in Dm if and only if there exists
a directed walk of length m from a vertex u to a vertex v. If there is a directed walk of
length m from a vertex x to a vertex y in D, we call y an m-step prey of x and x an m-step
predator of y. Especially, a 1-step prey and a 1-step predator are just called a prey and a
predator, respectively. If a vertex w is an m-step prey of both two distinct vertices u and
v, then we say that w is an m-step common prey of u and v. If a vertex x is an m-step
predator of both two distinct vertices u and v, then we say that x is an m-step common
predator of u and v. The m-step competition graph of D, denoted by Cm(D), has the same
vertex set as D and an edge between two distinct vertices x and y if and only if x and y
have an m-step common prey in D. We call a graph an m-step competition graph for a
positive integer m if it can be represented as the m-step competition graph of a digraph.
Note that C1(D) is the ordinary competition graph of D. In 2000, Cho et al.[2] posed
the following question: For which values of m and n is Pn an m-step competition graph?
In 2005, Helleloid et al.[4] partially answered the question. In 2010, Kuhl et al.[5] gave
the sufficient condition for Cm(D) = Pn. In 2011, Belmont et al.[1] presented a complete
characterization of paths that are m-step competition graphs. This paper was initiated
by the following result given by Helleloid et al.[4].
Theorem 1.1. (Helleloid [4]). For all positive integers m ≥ n, the only connected
triangle-free m-step competition graph on n vertices is the star graph.
From now on, we call a vertex of indegree 0 in a digraph D a source of D. Given any
digraph D, we can associate a graph G on the same vertex set as V (D) simply by replacing
each arc by an edge with the same ends. This graph is said to be the underlying graph of
D. A digraph D is called weakly connected if the underlying graph of D is connected and
a weak component of D is a subdigraph of D induced by a component of the underlying
graph of D. It is easy to see that no two vertices from distinct weak components of D
are adjacent in Cm(D) for any positive integer m.
We call a weakly connected digraph D a star-generating digraph if it satisfies the
following three conditions:
(S1) D has at least one source and, for each source v of D, each prey of v has exactly
two predators;
(S2) any pair of sources in D has no common prey;
(S3) each of non-source vertices in D has exactly one prey and exactly two predators one
of which is a source of D and the other of which is a non-source vertex.
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D1 D2
Figure 1: The star-generating digraphs with three vertices.
By the above definition, a digraph with the vertex set {u, v} and the arc set {(v, u), (u, u)}
is the only star-generating digraph with two vertices; the digraphs D1 and D2 in Figure 1
are the only star-generating digraphs with three vertices. We show that the number of
star-generating digraphs having n vertices among which exactly one vertex is a source is
equal to the number of partitions of n− 1 for positive integer n ≥ 2 (Theorem 3.2).
We also derive the following two theorems which extend Theorem 1.1 to an arbitrary
integer m ≥ 2 and to a (not necessarily connected) triangle-free graph which is the m-
step competition graph of a weakly connected digraph D and each of whose components
contains a source in D.
Theorem 1.2. Let D be a digraph each of whose weak components has a source. Then
each weak component of D is a star-generating digraph if and only if each component of
the m-step competition graph of D is a nontrivial star graph whose center is a source in
D for some integer m ≥ 2. In particular, the “only if” part is true even for m = 1.
Theorem 1.3. The m-step competition graph of a digraph D having a source is connected
and triangle-free for some integer m ≥ 2 if and only if D is a star-generating digraph with
exactly one source. In particular, the “if” part is true even for m = 1.
By the “only if” part of Theorem 1.2, the m-step competition graph of a star-
generating digraph with exactly one source v is a nontrivial star graph whose center
is v. Thus the “only if” part of Theorem 1.3 implies Theorem 1.1 when a digraph has a
source.
2 Triangle-free m-step competition graphs of weakly connected
digraphs
As we assumed that any vertex in a digraph has outdegree at least 1, the following is true.
Proposition 2.1. If two vertices in a digraph D has an i-step common prey for some
positive integer i, then they have j-step common prey for any integer j ≥ i.
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Figure 2: The digraph in Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.2. For positive integers k and l, there exists a weakly connected digraph D with
k sources such that the m-step competition graph of D has l components for any positive
integer m.
Proof. Fix positive integers m, k, and l. Let D be a weakly connected digraph with
V (D) = {v1, v2, . . . , vk, u, w1, . . . , wl};
A(D) = {(vi, u) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} ∪ {(u, u), (vk, w1)} ∪A(C)
where C is a loop if l = 1 and a directed cycle w1 → · · ·wl → w1 otherwise. See
Figure 2 for an illustration. Then v1, v2, . . . , vk are the sources of D. By the definition
of D, u is an m-step prey of itself and vi for each i = 1, . . . , k. Thus {u, v1, . . . , vk}
forms a clique in Cm(D). In addition, vk and wl share a common prey w1 and so, by
Proposition 2.1, share an m-step common prey. On the other hand, the vertices on C
except wl are isolated in C
m(D) if l ≥ 2. Thus, Cm(D) is connected if l = 1 and
{v1, . . . , vk, u, wl}, {w1}, . . . , {wl−1} are the components of C
m(D) otherwise.
Given a digraph D and a vertex v of D, N+D,m(v) and N
−
D,m(v) denote the set of m-step
prey of v and the set of m-step predators of v, respectively. When no confusion is likely
to occur, we omit D in N+D,m(v) and N
−
D,m(v) to just write N
+
m(v) and N
−
m(v). We note
that N+1 (v) = N
+(v) and N−1 (v) = N
−(v). By definition,
N+(N+i (v)) = N
+
i+1(v) and N
−(N−i (v)) = N
−
i+1(v)
for a vertex v and a positive integer i.
Proposition 2.3. Let D be a digraph whose m-step competition graph is triangle-free for
some positive integer m. Then, for any vertex u of D, u has at most two i-step predators
for any positive integer i ≤ m.
Proof. To reach a contradiction, suppose that |N−i (u)| ≥ 3 for some vertex u of D and a
positive integer i ≤ m. Then there exist three distinct i-step predators x, y, and z of u in
D. By Proposition 2.1, x, y, and z form a triangle in Cm(D), which is a contradiction.
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Given a weakly connected digraph D with k sources for some positive integer k, the
following lemma gives a lower bound to the number of components of the triangle-free
m-step competition graph of D for any positive integer m.
Lemma 2.4. Let D be a weakly connected digraph with k sources for some positive integer
k. Suppose that the m-step competition graph of D is triangle-free and has l components
for positive integers l and m. Then the following are true:
(1) l ≥ k;
(2) if l = k, then each of non-source vertices is an m-step prey of exactly two vertices
in D and shares at most one common m-step predator with any vertex distinct from
itself.
Proof. Let |V (D)| = n. Since each component has edges at least as many as one less
than the number of its vertices, Cm(D) has at least n − l edges. On the other hand, by
Proposition 2.3, if e and f are distinct edges in Cm(D), then a common m-step prey of
ends of e and a common m-step prey of ends of f are distinct. Thus at least n− l vertices
are m-step common prey of two vertices. Since D has k sources, only n− k vertices can
be m-step prey of two vertices. Therefore n− k ≥ n− l and so l ≥ k. Especially, if l = k,
then each of non-source vertices in D is an m-step prey of exactly two vertices and shares
at most one common m-step predator with any vertex distinct from itself.
Proposition 2.5. Let m be an integer greater than or equal to 2 and suppose the following:
• the m-step competition graph of a weakly connected digraph D is triangle-free;
• the number of sources of D equals the number of components of the m-step compe-
tition graph of D.
Then, for each vertex u sharing a common prey with a source v in D, u has exactly one
prey in D and v is the only vertex adjacent to u in Cm(D).
Proof. Since the number of sources of D equals the number of components of the m-step
competition graph Cm(D) of D, there exists a source in D. Let v be a source in D.
Suppose that there exists a vertex u which shares a common prey with v in D. Let w be
a common prey of u and v. Then
N−(w) = {u, v}
by Proposition 2.3. Since N−m(w) = {a, b} for some vertices a and b in D by Lemma 2.4(2),
N−m−1(u) ∪N
−
m−1(v) = {a, b}. Since v is a source, N
−
m−1(v) = ∅ and so N
−
m−1(u) = {a, b}.
Since each prey of u is a common m-step prey of a and b, |N+(u)| = 1 by Lemma 2.4(2).
Thus N+(u) = {w}, which implies that u has exactly one prey in D. Since we assumed
that each vertex has at least one prey, |N+m(u)| ≥ 1. Take a vertex x in N
+
m(u). Then
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there exists a (u, x)-directed walk W of length m in D. Since N+(u) = {w}, w is on W
by immediately preceding u. Then, since v is a predator of w, x ∈ N+m(v). Therefore
{u, v} ⊆ N−m(x) and N
+
m(u) ⊆ N
+
m(v). Then
N−m(x) = {u, v}
by Proposition 2.3. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.4(2), N+m(u)∩N
+
m(v) = {x}. SinceN
+
m(u) ⊆
N+m(v), N
+
m(u) = {x}. Therefore v is the only vertex adjacent to u in C
m(D).
In the rest of this section, we will give a sufficient condition for a digraph being a
star-generating digraph. We first show the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let D be a digraph satisfying the following conditions:
(a) each vertex has exactly one prey in D;
(b) any pair of vertices has no common prey in D.
Then D is a vertex-disjoint union of directed cycles.
Proof. We suppose thatD has n vertices for a positive integer n. Let V (D) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}
and A = (aij) be the adjacency matrix of D, that is,
aij =
{
1 if there is an arc (vi, vj) in D;
0 otherwise.
By the condition (a), each vertex in D has exactly one prey. Since the sum of indegrees of
the vertices in D equals that of outdegrees of the vertices, each vertex in D has exactly one
predator by the condition (b). Therefore each row and each column of A have exactly one
1 and 0s elsewhere. Thus A is a permutation matrix. Then we may take a permutation
α on {1, 2, . . . , n} such that α(i) = j for each arc (vi, vj) in D. It is well known that
every permutation of finite set can be written as a cycle or as a product of disjoint cycles
including the cycles of length 1. Thus α can be written as
α = (a11a12 · · · a1p1)(a21a22 · · · a2p2) · · · (aq1aq2 · · · aqpq)
where aij 6= akl if i 6= k or j 6= l for some positive integers q, p1, . . . , pq. Therefore D is
a vertex-disjoint union of directed cycle Ci = vai1 → vai2 → · · · → vaipi → vai1 for each
1 ≤ i ≤ q.
Now we are ready to introduce one of our main theorems.
Theorem 2.7. Let m be an integer greater than or equal to 2 and suppose the following:
• the m-step competition graph of a weakly connected digraph D is triangle-free;
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• the number of sources of D equals the number of components of the m-step compe-
tition graph Cm(D) of D.
Then each component of Cm(D) is a nontrivial star graph whose center is a source in D
and D is a star-generating digraph.
Proof. Since the number of sources of D equals the number of components of the m-step
competition graph Cm(D) of D, there exists a source in D. Let v be a source in D. Then
N−m−1(v) = ∅. If there exists a prey v
′ of v such that v is the only predator of v′, then
N−m(v
′) = ∅, which contradicts Lemma 2.4(2). Therefore each prey of v has at least two
predators and so, by Proposition 2.3, each prey of v has exactly two predators. Thus D
satisfies (S1). If there exists a pair of sources x and y which has a common prey z, then
N−(z) = {x, y} by Proposition 2.3, and so N−m(z) = ∅, which contradicts Lemma 2.4(2).
Therefore D satisfies (S2).
We claim that
(§) a source can be adjacent to only vertices of degree 1 in Cm(D), and a vertex adjacent
to a source has exactly one prey and shares it only with the source in D.
Let v be a source in D and suppose that v is adjacent to a vertex u in Cm(D). Then there
exists an m-step common prey z of u and v and so there exists a (v, z)-directed walk W
of length m in D. Let a be the vertex immediately preceding v on W . Then, since D
satisfies (S1), N
−(a) = {v, v′} for some vertex v′ and so there exists a (v′, z)-directed walk
of length m. Therefore z is an m-step common prey of v and v′, so, by Lemma 2.4(2),
v′ = u. Thus u and v have a common prey. Hence, by Proposition 2.5, a is the only prey
of u, and v is the only vertex that is adjacent to u and so (§) is true.
Now we prove that each component of Cm(D) is a nontrivial star graph whose center
is a source in D and D satisfies (S3). Since any pair of sources has no common prey by
(S2), the sources in D form a stable set, in which no two vertices are adjacent, in C
m(D)
by (§). Moreover, each component in Cm(D) containing a source in D is a star graph
whose center is a source in D by (§), so each component in Cm(D) has at most one source
in D. By the way, since the number of sources of D equals the number of components
of Cm(D) of D, each component in Cm(D) contains exactly one source. Therefore each
component is a star graph whose center is a source in D. Take a component C of Cm(D).
Then there exists exactly one source w in C. Then there exists a vertex w′ sharing a
common prey with w since D satisfies (S1). Therefore w
′ is adjacent to w in Cm(D) by
Proposition 2.5. Thus C is nontrivial.
Take a non-source vertex u. Then u is adjacent to a source as we have just shown.
Then, by (§), u has exactly one prey, which is a non-source vertex. Since no two non-
source vertices are adjacent in Cm(D), no two non-source vertices have a common prey
by Proposition 2.1. The subdigraph of D induced by the set of non-source vertices is
a vertex-disjoint union of directed cycles by Lemma 2.6. Therefore each of non-source
7
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Figure 3: The star-generating digraphs of four vertices with exactly one source.
vertices is the only prey of a non-source vertex in D. Thus, noting that each of non-
source vertices is adjacent to a source, we may conclude that each of non-source vertices
has exactly two predators one of which is a source and the other of which is a non-source
vertex by (§). Hence we have shown that D satisfies (S3).
3 Triangle-free m-step competition graphs of digraphs with at
least two weak components
In the previous section, we studied triangle-free m-step competition graphs of weakly
connected digraphs having sources. In this section, we mostly study triangle-free m-step
competition graphs of digraphs with at least two weak components each of which has
sources. We begin with counting the number of star-generating digraphs of order n with
exactly one source for some positive integer n ≥ 2. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let D be a star-generating digraph and S be the set of the sources in D.
Then D − S is a vertex-disjoint union of directed cycles.
Proof. We denote D−S by D′. By (S3), each vertex in D
′ has exactly one prey and each
vertex in D′ has exactly one predator in D′. Therefore no pair of vertices in D′ has a
common prey in D′. Thus the statement is true by Lemma 2.6.
We consider the three digraphs D1, D2, and D3 in Figure 3. It is easy to check that
D1, D2, and D3 are star-generating digraphs. Let D be a star-generating digraph of order
4 with exactly one source v. By (S3), each of non-source vertices in D has exactly two
predators one of which is v, so v is a common predator of all non-source vertices in D.
Since D1− v, D2− v, and D3− v are all possible vertex-disjoint unions of directed cycles
which can be formed with three vertices, D1, D2, and D3 are the only star-generating
digraphs of order 4 by Lemma 3.1. By the way, D1, D2, and D3 correspond to the
integer partitions of 3, 1 + 1+ 1, 1 + 2, and 3, respectively. We may generalize the above
observation as follows.
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Theorem 3.2. Given a positive integer n ≥ 2, the number of star-generating digraphs
of order n with exactly one source up to isomorphism equals the number of partitions of
n− 1.
Proof. We take a positive integer n ≥ 2. Let V be an n-element multiset containing v and
the elements in V other than v being indistinguishable, and let Dn be the set of digraphs
D with vertex set V such that v is the only source of D, v is a predator of the vertices of
D− v, and D− v is a vertex-disjoint union of directed cycles. By definition, it is easy to
check that any digraph in Dn is a star-generating digraph.
Let D be a star-generating digraph with vertex set V and exactly one source v. By
(S3), each of non-source vertices in D has exactly two predators one of which is v, so v is
a common predator of all non-source vertices in D. Moreover, D − v is a vertex-disjoint
union of directed cycles by Lemma 3.1. Therefore D ∈ Dn. Thus the digraphs in Dn are
the only star-generating digraphs of order n with exactly one source up to isomorphism
by Lemma 3.1. Let l1 ≤ · · · ≤ lk be the lengths of the directed cycles in D − v. Then
l1 + · · ·+ lk = n − 1, so there is a one-to-one correspondence between Dn and the set of
partitions of n− 1. Thus the theorem statement is true.
The term “star-generating digraph” was attributed to the following lemma.
Proposition 3.3. If D is a star-generating digraph with k sources for some positive
integer k, then, for any positive integer m, the m-step competition graph of D is a disjoint
union of k nontrivial star graphs the center of each of which is a source in D.
Proof. Suppose thatD is a star-generating digraph with k sources for some positive integer
k. Let S be the set of sources in D and we denote D − S by D′. By Lemma 3.1, D′ is a
vertex-disjoint union of directed cycles. We fix a positive integer m. Then |N+D′,m(v)| =
|N−D′,m(v)| = 1 for each vertex v in D
′. Take a vertex x in D′. Then N+D′,1(x) = {y},
N+D′,m(x) = {z}, and N
−
D′,m(z) = {x} for some vertices y and z in D
′. Since y is a non-
source vertex in D, there exists a source u in D such that u ∈ N−D,1(y) by (S3). If m = 1,
then y = z and so, by the definition of star-generating digraph, N−D,m(z) = {u, x}. Now
suppose m ≥ 2. Since y ∈ N−D,m−1(z), u ∈ N
−
D,m(z) and so, by Proposition 2.3, N
−
D,m(z) =
{u, x}. Therefore we have shown that N−D,m(z) = {u, x} in both cases. Moreover, since S
is the set of sources in D, N+D′,m(x) = N
+
D,m(x) and so N
+
D,m(x) = {z}. Since x is arbitrary
chosen, each vertex in V (D) \ S is a pendant vertex in Cm(D) adjacent to a source in D.
Suppose that two sources of D are adjacent in Cm(D). Then they have a common m-step
prey inD. Accordingly, there exists a non-source vertex such that only non-source vertices
are its predators or only sources are its predators. In each case, we reach a contradiction
to (S3). Thus no two sources are adjacent in C
m(D). Therefore Cm(D) is a disjoint union
of k star graphs the center of each of which is a source in D. Each source in D is adjacent
to a non-source vertex in Cm(D) by (S1) and Proposition 2.1. Therefore each component
of Cm(D) has size at least 2. Thus we have shown the statement is true.
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The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 3.7. The following lemma is
immediately true by the definition of the m-step competition graph for a positive integer
m.
Lemma 3.4. Let D be a digraph and D′ be a subdigraph of D. Then the m-step com-
petition graph of D′ is a subgraph of the m-step competition graph of D for any positive
integer m.
Lemma 3.5. Let D be a digraph each of whose weak components has a source and suppose
that the m-step competition graph Cm(D) of D is triangle-free for some integer m ≥ 2.
Then the number of sources in D is less than or equal to the number of components in
Cm(D).
Proof. We denote the number of sources in D and that of components of Cm(D) by k and
l, respectively. We also denote the number of weak components of D by t. Let Di be a
weak component of D and ki be the number of sources in Di for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Let li be
the number of components of Cm(Di) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Since no vertices belonging to
distinct weak components are connected in Cm(D), each component in Cm(Di) for each
1 ≤ i ≤ t forms a component in Cm(D) by Lemma 3.4. Therefore
ki ≤ li
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t by Lemma 2.4(1) and
l =
t∑
i=1
li.
Thus k =
∑t
i=1 ki ≤
∑t
i=1 li = l.
Lemma 3.6. Let D be a digraph each of whose weak components has a source. Then, for
each integer m ≥ 2, each weak component of D is a star-generating digraph if and only if
the m-step competition graph Cm(D) of D is triangle-free and the number of sources in
D equals that of components of Cm(D). In particular, the “only if” part is true even for
m = 1.
Proof. Let m be an integer grater than or equal to 2. We denote the number of sources in
D and that of components of Cm(D) by k and l, respectively. We also denote the number
of weak components of D by t. Let Di be a weak component of D and ki be the number
of sources in Di for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Let li be the number of components of C
m(Di) for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Then, by Lemma 3.5,
k =
t∑
i=1
ki ≤
t∑
i=1
li = l.
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Thus, if k = l, then ki = li for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t and so Di is a star-generating digraph for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ t by Theorem 2.7. Hence the “if” part is valid.
To show the “only if” part, suppose each weak component of D is a star-generating
digraph. Then Cm(Di) is a disjoint union of ki nontrivial star graphs for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t
by Proposition 3.3, so ki = li for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Thus
l =
t∑
i=1
li =
t∑
i=1
ki = k
and so k = l. Since Proposition 3.3 is valid even for m = 1, we have actually shown that
the “particular” part is true.
Proposition 3.7. Let D be a digraph each of whose weak components has a source and
suppose that the m-step competition graph Cm(D) of D is triangle-free for some positive
integer m. If m ≥ 2, then each component of Cm(D) contains a source in D if and only if
the number of the sources in D equals the number of components of Cm(D). In particular,
the “only if” part is true even for m = 1.
Proof. Let k (resp. l) be the number of the sources (resp. components) inD (resp. Cm(D)).
Suppose that each component of the m-step competition graph Cm(D) of D contains a
source in D. Then k ≥ l since no vertices belonging to distinct weak components are
connected in Cm(D). Therefore k = l by Lemma 3.5 and so the “only if” part is true.
Suppose that m ≥ 2 and the number of the sources in D equals the number of com-
ponents of Cm(D). Then, each weak component of D is a star-generating digraph by
Lemma 3.6. Therefore each component of Cm(D) contains a source in D by Proposi-
tion 3.3. Thus the “if” part is true.
Corollary 3.8. Let D be a digraph each of whose weak components has a source. If each
component of the m-step competition graph of D is triangle-free and contains a source in
D for some integer m ≥ 2, then each weak component of D is a star-generating digraph.
Proof. Suppose that each component of the m-step competition graph Cm(D) of D is
triangle-free and contains a source in D for some integer m ≥ 2. Then the number of the
sources in D equals the number of components of Cm(D) by Proposition 3.7. Therefore
each weak component of D is a star-generating digraph by Lemma 3.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If each component of the m-step competition graph of D is a
nontrivial star graph whose center is a source in D for some integer m ≥ 2, then each
weak component of D is a star-generating digraph by Corollary 3.8 and so the “if” part
is true.
To show the “only if” part, suppose that each weak component ofD is a star-generating
digraph. Then, by Proposition 3.3, each component of Cm(D) is a nontrivial star graph
whose center is a source. ✷
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Figure 4: The digraph D and its competition graph C(D). Even if C(D) is connected
and triangle-free, D is not a star-generating digraph.
Now Theorem 1.3 can easily be obtained by Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 3.7, and
Corollary 3.8.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since every star-generating digraph with exactly one source is a
weakly connected, the “if” part is true by the “only if” part of Theorem 1.2. To show the
“only if” part, suppose that the m-step competition graph of a digraph D having a source
v is connected and triangle-free for some integer m ≥ 2. Since no vertices belonging to
distinct weak components of D are connected in Cm(D), D is weakly connected. Since
Cm(D) is connected, D is a star-generating digraph by Corollary 3.8. Moreover, v is the
only source in D by Proposition 3.7. Thus the “only if” part is true. ✷
Remark 3.9. The “only if” part of Theorem 1.3 may be false for a digraph whose (1-
step) competition graph is connected and triangle-free. For example, see the digraph D
given in Figure 4. Even if C(D) is connected and triangle-free, D is not a star-generating
digraph.
4 Closing remarks
In this paper, we extended a result given by Helleloid [4] stating that for all positive
integers m ≥ n, the only connected triangle-free m-step competition graph on n vertices
is the star graph. We showed that the result is true for arbitrary positive integer m ≥ 2 as
long as it is the m-step competition graph of a digraph having a source. We went further
to completely characterize the digraphs each of whose weak components has a source
and whose m-step competition graphs are triangle-free for some integer m ≥ 2. We also
computed the number of digraphs with a source whose m-step competition graphs are
connected and triangle-free for some integerm ≥ 2. It will be nice to see a characterization
of a digraph which has a weak component without a source and whose m-step competition
graph is triangle-free for some integer m ≥ 2.
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